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Abstract

In this note, we conduct a cryptanalysis of the paper published by Zhu et al. on Future Generation Computer
Systems in 2021. We demonstrate that their quantum-resistant identity-based proxy signcryption scheme cannot
achieve the confidentiality as they claimed.
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1 Introduction
Identity-based proxy signcryption (IDPSC), at a high level, combines the benefits and capabilities of identity-based
cryptography [JN09], proxy signature [MUO96], and signcryption [Zhe97] in the same time.

Zhu et al. [ZWWC21] recently introduced the first quantum-resistant IDPSC based on lattices and claimed that
the scheme achieves confidentiality under the lattice hard assumption–learning with error assumption. That is, it
remains secure from the indistinguishability against adaptive chosen ciphertext attacks (IND-CCA2).

In this note, we first point out the flaws of the security proof in [ZWWC21], and then demonstrate how an
adversary can break the confidentiality to obtain the plaintext without using any private information.

The remainder of this note is organized as follows: Section 2 provides preliminaries. Section 3 introduces the
system model and security requirement of IDPSC. Section 4 describes the IDPSC scheme proposed by Zhu et al.
Section 5 points out the flaws in security proof and provides a cryptanalysis to Zhu et al.’s scheme. Finally, Section
6 concludes this note.

2 Preliminaries

2.1 Notations
Let Z and R denotes a set of integer and real, respectively. For prime q, Zq denotes a finite field (or Galois field)
with order q. For an element e and finite set S, e ← S indicates that e is selected uniformly and randomly from S.
Finally, for a vector v, ‖v‖ represents the l2 norm of v.

2.2 Lattice and discrete Gaussian distribution
Given n,m, q ∈ Z, A ∈ Zn×mq , and u ∈ Znq , two lattices and a coset are defined as follows:

• Λq(A) := {y ∈ Zmq | ∃z ∈ Znq , y = A>z mod q};
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• Λ⊥q (A) := {e ∈ Zmq | Ae = 0 mod q};

• Λuq (A) := {e ∈ Zm | Ae = u mod q}.

We define the Gaussian function on Λ ⊂ Zn centered at c ∈ Rn with parameter real s > 0 as follows:

∀x ∈ Λ, ρs,c(x) := exp
(
−π ‖x−c‖

2

s2

)
.

Let ρs,c(Λ) :=
∑
x∈Λ ρs,c(x), we can further define the discrete Gaussian distribution over Λ with center c ∈ Rn

and parameter s > 0 as:

∀y ∈ Λ, DΛ,s,c(y) :=
ρs,c(y)
ρs,c(Λ) .

For convenience, we omit s and c when s = 1 and c = 0, respectively.

2.3 Hard assumption and useful theorems
Definition 1 (Learning with errors (LWE) assumption [Reg05, Reg09]). Let n ∈ Z, q = q(n), and α > 0. Define
As,α ⊆ Znq × Zq as the distribution of the tuple (a, a>s + x), where a ← Znq , x ← DZn,α. Given m samples from
As,α generated from the same s← Znq , the search version of LWE problem is to output s.

Theorem 1 (Rejection sampling [Lyu12]). Let V ⊂ Zm where the norms of all elements are less than some T ,
σ = ω(T

√
logm) be a real, ψ : V → R, and M = O(1). Then, the distribution of the algorithm Samp1 is within

statistical distance 2−ω(logm)

M from the distribution of the algorithm Samp2.
Samp1:

• c← ψ;

• z ← DZm,α,c;

• outputs (c, z) with probability min
(

DZm,α(z)
MDZm,α,c(z)

)
.

Samp2:

• c← ψ;

• z ← DZm,α;

• outputs (c, z) with probability 1/M .

Theorem 2 (Gaussian sample preimage [GPV08] and matrix [TH16]). Given a matrixA ∈ Zn×mq , basisB ∈ Zm×mq

of Λ⊥q (A), vector u ∈ Znq , and parameter s ≥ ‖B̃‖ · ω(
√

logm), there is an algorithm SamplePre(A,B, s, u) →
v ∈ Zm such that Av = u and the distribution of v is statistically close to DZm,s. Then, given a matrix U =
[U1| · · · |Uk] ∈ Zn×kq , there is another algorithm SampleMat(A,B, s, U) → V ∈ Zm×k that, for i = 1, · · · , k,
calls SamplePre(A,B, s, Ui)→ Vi such that AV = U , where V = [V1| · · · |Vk].

3 System model and security requirement of IDPSC
Here, we recall the system and security requirement of IDPSC defined in [ZWWC21]. An IDPSC consists of three
entities: original-signcrypter O, proxy-signcrypter P , and unsigncrypter R, and along with six polynomial-time
algorithms described as follows:

• ST (1λ)→ (parms,mk): This algorithm takes a security parameter λ as its input and outputs system param-
eters parms, and a master-key mk.

• EX (parms,mk, idi) → skidi : This algorithm takes the system parameters parms, the master-key mk, and
an identity idi as its inputs and outputs identity idi’s private key skidi .
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• DG(parms, idO, skidO , ω)→ η: This algorithm is executed by the original-signcrypter that takes the system
parameters parms, O’s identity idO, O’s private key skidO , and a warrant ω as its inputs and outputs a
warrant-signature η to the proxy signcrypter.

• PSK (parms, η, idP , skidP ) → skP : This algorithm is executed by the proxy-signcrypter that takes the
system parameters parms, a warrant-signature η, and P’s identity idP and the corresponding private key
skidP as its inputs and outputs a proxy signcrypted private key skP for warrant ω.

• PSC (parms, idR, t, skP) → δ: This algorithm is executed by the proxy-signcrypter that takes the system
parameters parms, R’s identity idR, a message t, and a proxy signcrypted private key skP as its inputs and
outputs a ciphertext δ on message t.

• US (parms, idP , skidR , δ, η) → t/⊥: This algorithm is executed by the unsigncrypter that takes the system
parameters parms, P’s identity idP , R’s private key skidR , a ciphertext δ, and a warrant-signature η as its
inputs and outputs a message t or a reject symbol ⊥.

Similar to a common signcryption schemes [Zhe97], IDPSC must satisfy confidentiality to ensure that there is
no adversary can obtain any information from the ciphertext. This property is modeled by the following IND-CCA2
game that is interacted between a challenger C and an adversary A:

Game IND-CCA2:

• Initialization: After inputting a security parameter λ, C executes ST (1λ) to generate system parameters
parms and the master-key mk. Finally, C sends parms to A and keeps mk secret.

• Phase 1: In this phase, A is allowed to adaptively perform a polynomial-time bounded query to the following
oracles:

– Extraction oracle: A can issue this oracle with an identity id to C, C returns id’s private key skid ←
EX (parms,mk, id) to A.

– Delegation oracle: A can issue this oracle with a warrant ω, a proxy identity idP , and an original identity
idO to C, C returns a warrant-signature η ← DG(parms, idO, skidO , ω) toA, where skidO is generated
by running EX (parms,mk, idO).

– Proxy secret key oracle: A can issue this oracle with a warrant-signature η, and a proxy identity idP to
C, C returns a proxy signcrypted private key skP ← PSK (parms, η, idP , skidP ) to A, where skidP is
generated by running EX (parms,mk, idP).

– Signcryption oracle: A can issue this oracle with a unsigncrypter’s identity idR, a message t, and a
proxy-signcrypter’s identity idR to C, C returns a ciphertext δ ← PSC (parms, idR, t, skP) to A.

– Unsigncryption oracle: A can issue this oracle with a proxy-signcrypter’s identity idP , a unsign-
crypter’s identity idR, a ciphertext δ, and a warrant-signature η to C, C returns t/⊥ ← US (parms,
idP , skidR , δ, η) to A, where skidR ← EX (parms,mk, idR).

• Challenge: After Phase 1, A outputs id∗O, id
∗
P , id

∗
R, and two messages t0, t1 with the same length to C, C

first randomly chooses a bit b ∈ {0, 1}. Then, C generates η∗ ← DG(parms, id∗O, skid∗O , w
∗) for some w∗,

sk∗P ← PSK (parms, η, id∗P , skid∗P ), δ∗ ← PSC (parms, id∗R, tb, sk
∗
P), and then returns (η∗, δ∗) to A.

• Phase 2: In this phase, A can keep do as in Phase 1 with the additional restriction that he/she cannot query
id∗R to Extraction oracle and query δ∗ to Unsigncryption oracle.

• Guess: Finally, A outputs a bit b′ as its answer. The advantage of A is defined as

Adv IND-CCA2
A := Pr[b = b′]− 1

2 .

Definition 2 (IND-CCA2 security of IDPSC). An IDPSC scheme is said to be IND-CCA2 secure if there is no
probabilistic polynomial-time adversary A can win the IND-CCA2 game with a non-negligible advantage.
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4 Zhu et al.’s IDPSC
In this section, we revisit the IDPSC scheme proposed by Zhu et al. [ZWWC21].

• ST (1λ):

1. choose q ≥ 3, real M , m > 5n log q, and k ∈ N are positive integers.

2. L̃ = O(
√
n log q), Gaussian parameter s = L̃ · ω(

√
log n), and σ = 12sλm.

3. generates (A ∈ Zn×mq , B ∈ Zm×mq ) by using TrapGen(q, n), where ‖B̃‖ ≤ L̃.

4. selects three secure cryptographic hash functions:

– H : {0, 1}∗ → Zkq ;
– H1 : {0, 1}`1 → Zn×kq ;
– H2 : {0, 1}∗ → {v : v ∈ {−1, 0, 1}k, ‖v‖1 ≤ λ}.

5. outputs the system parameters and master-key

parms := (q, n,m, k, s, σ,A,H,H1, H2); mk := B.

• EX (parms,mk, idi):

1. runs Sidi ← SampleMat(A,B, s,H1(idi)), where ASidi = H1(idi) and ‖Sidi‖ ≤ s
√
m.

2. outputs identity idi’s private key skidi := Sidi .

• DG(parms, idO, skidO , ω):

1. selects a random α← Dm
σ and computes µ = H2(Aα,ω).

2. computes ν = SidOµ+ α.

3. outputs warrant-signature η := (ω, µ, ν) with probability min

(
Dmσ (ν)

MDmSidOµ,σ
(ν)

)
.

• PSK (parms, η, idP , skidP ):

1. checks whether µ = H2(Aν −H1(idO)µ, ω) and ‖ν‖ ≤ 2σ
√
m.

2. SP ← SampleMat(A,B, s,H1(idP |ν|ω|ASidP )), where ASP = H1(idP |ν|ω|ASidP ).

3. outputs proxy signcrypted private key skP := SP .

• PSC (parms, idR, t, skP):

1. random selects β ← Dm
σ and computes φ = H2(Aβ,H1(idR)).

2. computes χ = H(φ,ASP)⊕ t.
3. computes ξ = SPφ+ β.

4. outputs ciphertext tuple δ := (χ, ξ, φ) with probability min

(
Dmσ (ξ)

MDmSPφ,σ
(ξ)

)
.

• US (parms, idP , skidR , δ, η):

1. computes h = H2(Aξ −H1(idP |ν|ω|H1(idP))φ,ASidR).

2. computes t = H(h,H1(idP |ν|ω|H1(idP)))⊕ χ.

3. if ‖ξ‖ ≤ 2σ
√
m and h = φ, outputs t. Otherwise, outputs ⊥.

5 Cryptanalysis of Zhu et al.’s IDPSC
In this section, we first point out the flaw of the security proof in [ZWWC21], and then give a cryptanalysis to show
that Zhu et al.’s IDPSC cannot resist IND-CCA2 adversary.
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5.1 Flaw of the security proof
In the security proof in [ZWWC21], at the beginning, the challenger is given an LWE instance (S̃, ξ̃ = S̃φ̃ + β̃).
As mentioned in Definition 1, we have (S̃, ξ̃) ∈ Znq × Zq . Then, in the Challenge phase, the challenger selects
φ∗ ← {0, 1}∗, χ∗ ← {0, 1}∗, sets ξ∗ = ξ̃, and returns challenged ciphertext tuple (φ∗, χ∗, ξ∗) to the adversary.
Therefore, ξ∗ is a Zq element and ‖ξ∗‖ ≤ q.

However, as the described in algorithm PSC in Section 4, ‖ξ‖ is generated from rejection sampling (Theorem
1) and therefore ξ is a m-dimension vector (i.e., ξ ∈ Zm) and ‖ξ‖ is less than 2σ

√
m.

Therefore, the challenger does not give a perfect simulation, and the adversary can easily distinguish the view
given by the challenger from a real scheme.

5.2 Breaking the IND-CCA2 security
Theorem 3. The confidentiality of Zhu et al.’s IDPSC scheme does not hold.

Proof. In this proof, we describe how the adversary can distinguish which message tb, where b ∈ {0, 1}, is sign-
crypted by the challenger, without using the private key of unsigncryptor, after receiving the challenged tuple
(η∗, δ∗).

The adversary performs as follows:

1. parses η∗ = (ω∗, µ∗, ν∗) and δ∗ = (χ∗, ξ∗, φ∗).

2. computes t∗ = H(φ∗, H1(id∗P |ν∗|ω∗|H1(id∗P)))⊕ χ∗.

3. if t∗ = t0, returns b′ = 0. Otherwise, returns b′ = 1.

The following we analyze why the attack work. Because

t∗ = H (φ∗, H1(id∗P |ν∗|ω∗|H1(id∗P)))⊕ χ∗

= H(φ∗, H1(id∗P |ν∗|ω∗|ASid∗P ))⊕ χ∗

= H(φ∗, ASP))⊕ χ∗

= tb ⊕ χ∗ ⊕ χ∗

= tb.

6 Conclusion
In this note, we give a cryptanalysis on the identity-based proxy signcryption scheme proposed by Zhu et al.
[ZWWC21]. We pointed out the flaw in their security proof in detail and show that their scheme does not satisfy
IND-CCA2 security requirement.
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